ALMA MATER

by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,

The home of Mountaineers.

Sing we of thy honor,

Everlasting through the years.

Alma, our Alma Mater,

We pledge in song to you.

Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,

West Virginia “U.”

DECEMBER 19, 2014
1:30 P.M.
Information for Guests and Graduates

Ambassadors and Volunteers
Gold and Blue Student Ambassadors and University volunteers are available to assist you. Look for individuals wearing West Virginia University name tags.

Accommodations
If you made arrangements with the Office of Accessibility Services, please follow the instructions that were provided to you. If you did not make arrangements prior to Commencement, a staff member from the Office of Accessibility Services will be happy to assist you. Accessible seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Captioning
Real-time transcription of WVU Commencement is available at http://east.typewell.com/wvugrads by using the browser on your tablet or smartphone.

Courtesy
West Virginia University asks that guests remain in their seats. For the safety and security of the participants, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos of, present gifts to, or congratulate the graduates. Air horns or other noise-making devices should not be used. Please turn your cell phone to “silent” and remember that graduates will remain with their class for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is appreciated.

Diplomas
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the West Virginia University Office of the University Registrar. Registration for graduation does not ensure that graduate names appear in this program, and this document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Participation in Commencement does not constitute graduation from West Virginia University. Students who have met the academic criteria required for their program of study will have their degree conferred by the University and will receive their diploma in the mail. Please contact the Office of the University Registrar at 304-293-5355 or registrar@mail.wvu.edu with questions.

Emergency Information
In an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is available to assist. Please seek out a Gold and Blue Student Ambassador or other volunteer to assist you.

Floral Sales
Cash only. Proceeds benefit West Virginia University’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club.

Lost and Found
Please call 304-293-7132 to make inquiries about any lost and found items. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days.

Photography
West Virginia University has partnered with GradImages to capture the special memories of Commencement. A photograph of each student will be taken as he or she crosses the stage. Graduates will be sent electronic copies of their photo proofs within 24 hours of their ceremony. All electronic communication will be private and secure and will be sent to the e-mail address indicated by the graduate. Visit www.gradimages.com for complete information.

Survey
Following the ceremony, please take a moment to share your opinion of WVU Commencement. Your responses will be used to strengthen and shape future events: http://graduation.wvu.edu/

West Virginia University is a tobacco-free campus.
Commencement Traditions

THE SEAL
The West Virginia University Board of Regents adopted the seal on June 15, 1869. The Regents’ original, handwritten resolution is located in the University Archives at the Wise Library. The Greek motto inscribed in the inner circle translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge.” The Latin verse inscribed on the outer circle translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.” The hills depicted behind Woodburn Circle reflect the institution’s stability, and a rising sun indicates its prosperity.

THE MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The University Marshal brings this ornamental staff of authority to the platform and taps it three times to signify the beginning of the ceremony. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her during Commencement and inauguration. Smaller batons are used to signify the designation of authority when the president is not in attendance.

THE REGALIA
The history of academic regalia worn today dates to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions where both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and dressed in clerical garb. The head covering of modern academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. At universities, this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some, but the mortarboard is more common.

The gown worn today evolved from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on bachelor’s or master’s gowns, but for those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet.

Today’s hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree.

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The sequence of the procession is as follows: members of the platform party, deans, faculty, degree candidates, honored guests, and the University president.

THE MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school’s relics, including the mace and batons. Marshals are typically members of the faculty. Student marshals may be selected to help facilitate individual ceremonies.

Kari E. Sand-Jecklin, Grand Marshal

| Terence Ahern | Kevin Larkin |
| Khashayer Aminian | Michael McCawley |
| Clifton Bishop | Susan Morgan |
| Jessica Bishop | Susan Newfield |
| Amy Fiske | A. Graham Peace |
| Aaron Gale | Jeffrey L. Petersen |
| Tesfa Gebremedhin | Susan Pinto |
| Robert Gerbo | Charles D. Ponte |
| Mohssen Ghalichebaf | Geah Pressgrove |
| Margaret K. Glenn | Chad N. Proudfoot |
| General Hambrick | Andrew Shiemke |
| Joe Hagan | Mary Strife |
| Janet Hunt | Jack C. Watson |
| Mark Jerabek | |
| Hillar Klandorf | |
December 2014

Dear West Virginia University Graduates:

Congratulations on reaching this important milestone in your life's journey.

Take time today to celebrate this tremendous accomplishment. You conquered early-morning classes, late-night study sessions, grueling exams, countless term papers and many other challenges to reach this day.

Your family is proud of you – and so am I.

Since my arrival a year ago, I have witnessed our students’ courage and passion for learning. You ask tough questions – and find answers. You recognize the power of teamwork and work together to put your ideas in motion. When adversity arises, you tackle it with absolute determination.

With these qualities, and your West Virginia University education, you will go far.

Wherever you go, always remember your alma mater. Just as you will always carry the Mountaineer spirit in your heart, your imprint will remain on the heart of West Virginia University.

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President, West Virginia University
Jennifer Knight, MD, FACS
Associate Professor of Surgery, Department of Surgery
West Virginia University School of Medicine

Dr. Jennifer Knight is a native of West Virginia and an associate professor of surgery at West Virginia University. She is a graduate of the West Virginia University School of Medicine and is board certified in general surgery and surgical critical care. As one of the University’s trauma surgeons, Dr. Knight cares for injured and critically ill patients. She also teaches surgery to residents and medical students.

Dr. Knight is recognized nationally as a Fellow in the American College of Surgeons. In addition, she holds leadership positions in the Association of Women in Surgery and the Eastern Association for the Surgery of Trauma (EAST). Most importantly, Dr. Knight is credited for authoring the EAST Oriens Award. She developed this nationally known prize to encourage young doctors to pursue a career in trauma surgery. Dr. Knight currently serves on the EAST Foundation Board and the Fairmont State Alumni Association Board.

At West Virginia University, Dr. Knight is part of the Women’s Leadership Initiative and has served on the Faculty Senate. She is the Associate Trauma Director for the Jon Michael Moore Trauma Center and the Associate Program Director for general surgical education. In 2012, she was selected as a “Great Teacher” in West Virginia.

This year, Dr. Knight was inducted into Alpha Omega Alpha, the Honor Medical Society that signifies a lasting commitment to scholarship, leadership, professionalism, and service in the field of medicine.

Dr. Knight lives with her husband and son in Morgantown and enjoys travelling, gardening, and Mountaineer sports. She loves living in West Virginia.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

West Virginia University Commencement
December 19, 2014

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Marguerite Bostonia

*NATIONAL ANTHEM
West Virginia Univeristy’s Epsilon Sigma Chapter
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
Brennan Wood, Music Director

WELCOME
E. Gordon Gee
President
West Virginia University

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Jennifer Knight, MD, FACS
Associate Professor of Surgery, Department of Surgery
West Virginia University School of Medicine

SIMPLE GIFTS
West Virginia Univeristy’s Epsilon Sigma Chapter
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
Joyce McConnell
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
West Virginia University

School of Dentistry
School of Pharmacy
School of Public Health
School of Medicine
School of Nursing
College of Law
University College
College of Creative Arts
Reed College of Media
College of Business and Economics
Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
College of Education and Human Services
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
E. Gordon Gee

ALUMNI CHARGE
Scott Rotruck, Class of 1977
Director of Energy and Transportation Services
Spilman Thomas & Battle, PLLC

*ALMA MATER
West Virginia Univeristy’s Epsilon Sigma Chapter
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity

RECESSIONAL
Marguerite Bostonia

Thank you to Bill Nevin, Assistant Vice President for Communications at the WVU Foundation, for serving as emcee.

* Please stand.
List of Degree Candidates

Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
p. 8-10

Eberly College of Arts and Sciences
p. 11-17

College of Business and Economics
p. 18-20

College of Creative Arts
p. 21

School of Dentistry
p. 22

College of Education and Human Services
p. 23-24

Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
p. 25-28

College of Law
p. 29

Reed College of Media
p. 30-31

School of Medicine
p. 32

School of Nursing
p. 33

School of Pharmacy
p. 34

College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
p. 35-36

School of Public Health
p. 37

University College
p. 38

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2014
Animal and Food Science
Tabatha Lynn Settle

Forest Resource Science
Gabriel F. Strain

Natural Resource Economics
Praveena Rajam Jayaraman
Xueting Zhao

December 2014
Animal and Food Science
Ashley Marie Evans

Forest Resource Science
Sheila Eyler
Kelley Lynne Flaherty
Damon Scott Hartley
Gideon Sackey Lawer-Yolar
Eric Richard Merriam
Rajendra Prasad Poudel

Genetics and Developmental Biology
Katy Lyn Ryan
Yael Tarlovsky Tucker

Natural Resource Economics
Nazia Nourin Arbab

Plant and Soil Science
Robert John Bills
David Page McCann

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2014
Agricultural and Extension Education
Evan H. Anderson
Eleanor Nicole Porter
Lacey Jennifer Sims

Agronomy
Saraswati Poudel Acharya

Animal Physiology
Ethan Lynn Bloomfield
Rush Madison Holt
Eva Allyn Mullins
Rebecca Christine Price

Design and Merchandising
Hannah Ruth Gnegy

Recreation, Parks and Tourism Resources
Yanhong Zhou

Reproductive Physiology
Keli Ann Akers
Megan Renee Graham

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
Andrew Samuel Watson

December 2014
Agricultural and Extension Education
Marcus T. McCartney

Agricultural and Resource Economics
Zohreh Erfanian Ghanad Shirinkaam
Christopher Levi Shultz
Priyanjali Sinha
Caleb Stair
Harold Lloyd Vass
Brianne Renee Zimmerman

Agronomy
Carol Allison Brown
Marianne Aileen Mannix
Emily Leslie Romano

Name listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors Scholar
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

Design and Merchandising
Brandon Scott Kiger
Dana A. Shearer
Sarah Elizabeth Walkup

Horticulture
Gaylynn Johnson

Nutrition and Food Science
John William Boney
Jessica Virginia Brantner
Justine Elizabeth Haney
Matthew James Moriarty

Plant Pathology
Tiara Nicole King

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
Catherine Elaine Artis
Julie Marie Mallon
Christina Lynn Slover

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

August 2014
Aaron Dwight Carpenter
Ana Maria Erazo
Carson Andrew Wright

December 2014
Tiffany Lynn Fegel
David A. Young II
Frederick Christian Zinkhan

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

December 2014
Devin A. Ballard
Melinda Ann Boswell
Michael Patrick Huxley
Nicholas Scott Jones
Karlie Faye Long
Alisha Ray Shiffer
Katherine Phipps Stegemerten
Frank Christopher Wanner

Daniel J. Robison, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2014
Agribusiness Management and Rural Development
James Garrett Alger
Gregory Scott Forejt, Jr.
Amanda Dawn Harvey
Nicole Gianni Molinaro
Bradley Wayne Rodeheaver

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
Lindsey Ann Basye
** Bethany Ann Cain
Vincent Sebastian Caruso
*** Christina Marie Dupert
Kristen M. Hughes
Brittany Nicole Lee
Avery Johnathan Lewis
Alicia Carol Nelson
Abigail Rose Pride
Andrea Lynn Wills
** Kaitlin Marie Wilson

Biochemistry
Rosaura Frias
Alicia Carol Nelson

Design Studies
Robert Allen Titus

Fashion Design and Merchandising
Lindsay Bonaccorso
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Campbell
Sydney Rae Gold
Grace Katherine McDaniel
Erica L. Mueller
Kimberly Elizabeth Mulvin
Brittany A. Sleight
Sara Desiree Taliferro

Human Nutrition and Foods
Makenzie Leanne Barr
Noah James Basden
Danielle Marie Deems
Nicholas Michael Degirolamo
Lauren Brooke Gibson
Jose Orlando Gonzalez Lopez
Lacey Michelle Lemonakis

Interior Design
Alexis Jenelle Galloway

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
Matthew Adam Nicely
Benjamin Edward Shamblin

Wood Science and Technology
Patrick Davidson Quigley

December 2014
Agribusiness Management and Rural Development
Michael Kent Cross
Luke D. Cummins
Caitlin Nicole Diehl
Loran Harney
Alexander Sowders Henson
Victoria Joy Kaminski
Brenton Scott Lake
Kady Victoria Malone

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
*** Miranda Lee Baker
** Taylor Lauren Brown
** Melanie Adele Custer
Zachary Robert Deem
Madelyn Rose Harwell
Victoria Bernice Homan
Adam Daniel Liller
Brittney Rae Nolder
Tyler Renee Rigby
* Victoria Lynn Shamblin
Sarah Ann Shears

Biochemistry
Carissa Kay Worth

Design Studies
Darren Lebron Bridges
Brianna Leigh Chin
Courtney Lynn Craig
** Lindsey Michelle Gregor
* Lacie Renee Lecky
Sarah Rebecca Logan
Polly Bailes Smith

Applied and Environmental Microbiology
Alexander Michael Panger

Environmental and Natural Resource Economics
Bryce Stanford Coen
Corey Lee Hinterer
*** John Benjamin Hoke
Jarret Lee Sproull

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
Robert Lee Barber
Derek Robert Blackwell
Tyler M. Halpern
Adam Paul Horr
* Sara Jeannette Lawler
Robert Bruce Miller II
Jarred Randolph Moore
* John Tyler Moredock
Grant Edward Reed
Edward F. Rieman, Jr.
Bryan Wayne Shamblin
Ian Forrest Storsberg
Brianna Marie Tierney
** Wendy Jean Williams
Seth Andrew Yoho

Wood Science and Technology
Eric Jordan Hall
* Paul K. Hare
Ryan Thomas Johnston
Andrew Reiley Schroeder
Samuel C. Smidansky
* Nicholas Ryan Wilkins
Joshua D. Wilson

Human Nutrition and Foods
Brooke Kerin Cenkus
** Tiffany Marie Mihaliak
Aaron Todd Morgan
Alyssa Jean Newcomb

Soil Science
Adrienne Claire Nottingham

Fashion Design and Merchandising
Bradley Andrew Clay
Caitlin Marie Davison
*** Katherine Elaine Ross
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

August 2014

Agricultural and Extension Education
Nora Christina Martin
Ashley Elizabeth Rodeheaver

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
Adriana Staphany Reyes

December 2014

Agricultural and Extension Education
** Michelle D. Biser
Lakyn Makenzie Bourgeois
** Amber Marie Huiet
*** Louis Michael Novotny

Agroecology
Seth Alexander Adams
Caleb Donovan Griffin
Caroline Alexandra Ianni

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
Ashley Rene Amos
Brandon Thad Bisselle
Michelle Leann Cogle
Sarah Nichole Cornine
Jessica Eileen Elliott
Gregory Thomas Lillard
Shawna Marie Rhodes
Walter L. Schmidlen IV
* Lauren Rachel Stollings
Madelyn E. Trapp

Environmental Protection
Stephen Keith Marsh
Joseph J. Moore
Christopher Jordan Toothman

Horticulture
** Caroline Lee Hooks
Elaina Janine Spahr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

August 2014

Julius Hudson Reese III
Adam Nathanael Ward

December 2014

Jarred Randolph Moore
Robert Jordan Rorrer
Joseph William Yarnall

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

August 2014

Matthew David Gerhart
Alexis Halka
Paul Joseph Kunze

December 2014

Edgar A. Hannibal
Parker David Schankweiler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION

August 2014

Carly A. O'Dell Jones
Matthew R. Walker

December 2014

Patrick Joseph Clark
Stephen Edward Donnelly
Sarah R. Flores-Juarbe
** Roslyn Margaret Gannis
Aaron Addison Gingrich I
Brittany Michelle Humphrey
Brittany Kelley
Aaron Michael Kramer
Benjamin James Leedom
Robert Calvin Lloyd
** Emily Lauren McIlvried
* Jessica Morgan Peters
Thomas Paul Reilly
Daniel Lawrence Rozov
Lance Schlosser
David Kyle Simons
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences

Rudolph Almasy, Interim Dean

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2014

Chemistry
Han Wang
Hong Yin

Communication Studies
Hailey Grace Gillen
Michael Anthony Sollitto

History
Fabio Capano
Nicholas Kariuki Gituku
William Hal Gorby
Ashley Whitehead Luskey
James Blake Perkins
Benjamin Gale Scharff
Bekeh Utietiang

Physics
Justin Garon Elfritz
Lucas Seth Shepherd

Political Science
Alessandro Cagossi
Bret Donovan Wilson

Psychology
Suzan Clemens
Amanda Hauser Costello
Carol Lavee Goulet
Jeffrey John Gregg, Jr.
Christopher Allen Krebs
Cara Alexis Palmer
Joanna Teresa Prout
Allison Marie Schenk
Jocelyn Fern Osnes Stokes
Allison Mildred Vargovich

December 2014

Biology
Karen Elizabeth Bailey
Mohna Bandyopadhyay

Chemistry
Juwanaka Hennadige Lalanthi
Kaushalya De Silva
Feng Jin
Ichhuk Karki
Nicole Marie Shamitko-Klingensmith
Julie Anne Vrana

Geography
George Wilbur Roedl
Jennifer Lynn Smith

History
Jason Alan Roberts
Joseph Francis Super

Physics
Trent Allen Johnson
Steven Robert Knudsen
Dustin Wade McCarron
Oshadha Rasanasingha
Stephanie Helen Sears
Jeffrey James Walker
Spencer Allen Wolfe
Jinling Zhou

Political Science
Murat Gul
Bagnini Kohoun

Psychology
Kaitlyn Ann Ferris
Lindsay Ann Gerolimatos
Ezra Garth Hall
Vanessa Marais Jacoby
Kristina Marie Kania
Jonathan Michael Ortega
Nipat Pichayayothin
Nathaniel Rice

MASTER OF ARTS

August 2014

Communication Studies
Anna-Carrie Beck
Carrie Gallagher Boot
LeAnne Michele Call
Katie Christine Condon
Mary Elizabeth Donato
Jessica Lynn Fabbricatore
Ronald Antonio Hidalgo Rodriguez
Emily Beth Hughart
Kathleen Lynne Johnson
Kevin Christian Knoster
Ashli Elizabeth Knotts
Brett Michael Lurkins
Mary Gholston Miesner
Hunter Logan Paul
Jami Diane Riddle
Andrew Collins Roman
Ashley Anne Seal

English
Carol Darlene Fox
Martin Erik Hoeldtke
Samuel Arthur Horrocks
Misty Chinault Jones
Whitney Lynn Sandin
Hannah Elizabeth Talbott

History
Andrew Paul Brown
Jacob Hiram Lubman
Jevgenijs Rjasenko
Dovydas Rogulis

Political Science
Leslie Anne Carroll

Professional Writing and Editing
William John Deaton
Courtney Rose DePottey
Tatiana Robinson

Psychology
Holly Shannon Glick

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
December 2014
Communication Studies
Crystal Lorraine Boyter
Robert Britton Boyter
Melvin G. Burnett, Jr.
Seth Andrew Campbell
Mark Allen Kennedy
Christine Bolette Santy

Geography
Marvin Andrew Davis
Andrew Kaufman
Allyssa Leigh Sobey

History
Kathryn Marie Brunetta
Elizabeth Ann Cleary
Torrie Joslin Gerrett
Laura Roop
Jonathan Craig Rushbrook
Helen Saask
Levi Houston Sanders
Signe Seskena

Political Science
Liam Neilland Honecker
David Jonathan King

Sociology
Hannah V. Liebreich

World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
R. Drake Asberry
Josiane Salome Banini
Cheng-Yun Chang
Santiago Lopez Alvarez

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
August 2014
Creative Writing
Kevin LeTroy Copeland
Rebecca Rae Doverspike
Nathan Quinn Holmes
Sara A. Kearns

MASTER OF LEGAL STUDIES
August 2014
Katriina Mari Clegg
James Michael Evans
Velda Cherie Johnson
Lauren Kathleen Lagana
Brian Scott McGann
Clayton Thomas Miller
Dale Lenore Minzer
Carly Renee Satterfield
Gregory Nolan Strohl
Ronald Thomas Tiedeman
Montague Adam Zimmerman

December 2014
John Michael Droppleman
Brian Willis Holcomb
Autumn Rose Leech
Ronald Neeger
Holly Lynne McKinley Schmidt
Brianne Leigh Seymour
Michelle Lynn Shea
Judith Janelle Spencer
Laurica Rene Yancey

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
August 2014
Applied Statistics
Bashaer Shabib Alzoubi

December 2014
Applied Statistics
Oluwatoyin Eunice Adebisi
Yongxu Huang
Jami Jo Larson

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
August 2014
Dennis Ray Goodwin

December 2014
Anthony Vincent Claridades
Nathan Paul Foster
Dylan Cory Jones
Meganne Michele Robinson

MASTER OF SCIENCE
August 2014
Biology
Rodney David Dever
Amy Marie Hruska
Samantha Lynn Jusino

Forensic and Investigative Science
Theresa Anna Joslin

Geology
Jared Matthew VanMeter

Mathematics
William James Rau
Gabriel Sean Tapia

Physics
Robbyn Brent Trappen

Psychology
Rebecca Kayla Delaney
Patricia Dora Hopkins
Nancy Marie Wallace

Statistics
Shi Chen
Jin Luo
Eepsa Panigrahi

December 2014
Biology
Rex Burkland
Brittany Maree Ott
Ryan Burke Ross

Forensic and Investigative Science
Justin Nathaniel Kirk
Allyce Sayuri McWhorter
Tanya Marie Tully

Geology
Lindsey J. Bowman
Habib Hazel Bravo-Ruiz
John Joseph Brockman
Justin Raymond Dean
Ariel Kelton Hart
Brad David Hega
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Francis John Karmanocky
Bethany Morgan Meier
Chloe Suzanne Wonnell
Marla Kaye Yates

Mathematics
Nouf Abdulkareem R. Al-Mutiben
Zola Nailah Donovan
Timothy Shawn McCarty
Iman Omran Nassr
BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 2014

Physics
William Paul Armentrout
Rachel Jeanne Henderson
Brittany Johnstone

Psychology
Katelyn Rose Black
Valerie Kay Blake
Aaron David Dumas
Paul Enlow
April Patrice Foreman
Sarah Elizabeth Hayes
Sarah Elise Nunley
Marissa Turturici
Alexander Anthony Ward

Statistics
Juan Chen
Hong He
Lonie D. Moore
Chantel Perry
Nam Hai Phan
Qiujing Tao
Lei Wang
Xuelong Wang
Devdatta Ashok Yogi
Tianyu Zheng

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

August 2014
Raine Ann Johnson
James Barclay McClain
Nicolas Teddy Queen
Cassandra Ann Sansone
Angel Darlene Schuler

December 2014
Shannon Dawn Morris
Alissa Vanmeter Wilmeth

Biology
Brittney Marie Scully
*** Hannah Kay Taylor

Communication Studies
Arabia Darsha Anderson
Lindsay Lee Blair
Matthew Steven Bonavita
Brooke Nicole Boniakowski
Tanisha C. Brown
Shane Fanning
Anthony Matteo Fenuccio
** Kelly Reed Hoffman
Justin Lee Holbert
* Natalie Marie Juliana
* Kathryn Mary Valentine Lauffer
Zachary David Long
Kevin William Mercurio
Zackery James Metcalf
Ethan Gregory Michael
George G. Morris
** Caitlin Elizabeth O’Malley
Parth Yogesh Patel
Meghan Eunigina Pichette
Brian Matthew Smith
Nicole Danielle Smith
Michael G. Tattoli
Corey Richard Timmerman
* Kimberly Bernadette Tracy
Victoria Paige Tyson
Benjamin Urbasik
Carl David Vanbuiten
Lindsay Allyson Wielgus
Adrienne Marie Wilson
Scott Adam Zenn

Criminology
Corey J. Biazzo
Jack Patrick Cassidy
Michael Vincent Constantini
Michael Wesley Dalton
Bryan Michael Edwards
Sydney M. Finelli
Steven Barry Grover, Jr.
Adrienne Leann Knight
Bradley Joseph Mason
Nicole Marie Mayolo
William Gregory Meyer
*** Kirsten Lynne Minor
Emily Monte
Corey Tyler Morgan
Kenneth Michael Oldaker
Ahmeynah Angela Porter
Samantha Nichole Pucci
Jenna Ann Rine
Ryan Juwan Vinson
Eli Tipton Walters
Johnathan Michael Whitmore
Breanna Shanelle Wright

English
* Adam Hunter Aaron
* Anthony James Buchanan
Charlotte Suzanne Bunner
Jonathan Morris Cook
Najeen Celina Guest
** Alexandra Leigh Kirk
Zane Michael Lacco
Rachel Marie Lind
*** Jonathan Edward Miltenberger
Matthew R. Walker
Zachary David Wied

Environmental Geoscience
** Aaron Michael Ferrari

Geography
** Aaron Michael Ferrari

History
Jessica Gail Ames
Jarred A. Badalucco Crist
** Brandon Michael Brown
John N. Christodoulou
Mary Katherine Crowe
Matthew Bruce Ellis
Katherine Marie Fiaschi
*** Meghan Lynn Lough
Christopher Cavanaugh Pederson
Tessie May Sigman
Ryan Christopher Spezzano
David J. Tootle
Tyler Hamilton Prescott White

International Studies
Tahaney Diab Albalawi
Farah N. Famouri
Gabrielle Alana Mervis
Michael Richard Panebianco
Christian James Shay
Andrew Bennett Smith
Megan Elaine Thorne

Mathematics
Gregory Mark Mulley

Multidisciplinary Studies
John Ronald Billik
Steven Michael Blumberg, Jr.
Diamond Jenai Brown
Caitlin Brooke Cormode
Christopher Glendale Couch
Corey Shawn Hartman
Christopher Ryan Skidmore

Philosophy
Benjamin Joe Allen
Farah N. Famouri
*** Jonathan Edward Miltenberger
** Robert Allen Ritchey
*** Hannah Kay Taylor
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Political Science
- Daniel Aiden Amos
- Nicholas Emilio Difelice
- Gracia Lusamba Ejiba
- Gianna Grace Fioravante
- Christopher Fraher Flaherty
- Michael Siddons Gaynor
- Jessica Gomes Medeiros
- Hattie Louise Parent
- Shannon Rose Welsh
- Robert Kennedy Welty, Jr.

Psychology
- Maria Susanne Allison
- Hannah Marie Buzzo
- Bernadette Catarina Cosgrove
- Tiffany Marie Cox
- Rebecca Hannah Cumberland
- Chelsea Marie Gibson
- Kala Lepera
- Angela Nicole Markowicz
- Kendra Danielle Murray
- Colton James Peloquin
- Alexa Ann Prather
- Taylor Elizabeth Rice
- Jenna Ann Rine
- Brittney Marie Scully
- Molly Elizabeth Scully
- Andrew Paul Weigand, Jr.
- Kari Lauren Wilger
- Adrienne Marie Wilson

Religious Studies
- Anthony Robert Mcie

Sociology and Anthropology
- Daniel Sol Freeman
- Michael B. Girgis
- Desarae Louise Jacques
- Anjelica Mae King
- Mercy Leona Klein
- Dylan M. Schell
- Courtney Blair Smith

Women's and Gender Studies
- Charlotte Suzanne Bunner

World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
- Rosaura Frias
  - Kristine Marie Mueller

December 2014
Biology
- Andrew Raymond Biundo
- Bernard Lindeaur Cross
- Anas Koshak

Chemistry
- Brent Michael Jones
- Conner William McHale

Communication Studies
- Mahdi Mohammed Alatawi
- Eid Oudah Alhawiti
- Frank R. Bassillo
- Shane Christopher Byron
- Shannah Marie Daly
- Joseph Augustus Frederick
- Angela Marie Kittle
- Vita P. Kurdelchuk
- Hilary Marie Landers
- Kaelie E. L. Long
- Brianne Elizabeth Macllvain
- Taylor Catherine Maroney
- Matthew Douglas Martinell
- Eamon John McArdle
- Keira Lynn McCord
- Joshua Joseph Mcgrath
- Amy Elizabeth Mustain
- Andrea Alicia Nevins
- Amanda Claire Rigie
- Ryan Wayne Schultz
- Danielle Marie Schum
- Henry Joseph Smearman
- Karl William Sommer
- Stephen Michael Thompson
- Marissa Totokotsopoulos
- Natasha Marie West
- William Van Buren Wheeler, Jr.

Criminology
- Christopher D. Bolser
- Anthony Terrell Butler, Jr.
- Jaime Denise Butler
- Amanda Janel Castro
- Brandon Storm Clark
- Anna Kobes Comberg
- Aaron Bently Craft
- Christopher T. Gynny
- Jordan Michael DeMaske
- Julius Michael Dixon
- Kyle Travis Dolan
- Cody R. Ellison
- Kayla Krystyne Fisher
- David Ray Fluharty
- Ryan Dale Gillespie
- Shelby Marie Giltzner
- Claudia Carolina Gonzalez
- Megan Ashton Griffiths
- Jay Hajeski
- Tyler William Hamilton
- Kaleb William Kibler
- Danielle Christine Larco
- Taylor Brooke Louk
- Travis Devin Martin
- Dayton Lincoln Mayo IV
- Michael Joseph McDonald
- Anthony Francis Miller
- Christopher Thomas Morlock
- John Louis Mulroony
- Lauren Christine Neely
- Michael Joseph Pamfilis
- Dalton Louis Parsons
- Britany Ann Perkins
- Nick F. Posterli
- KaeVaughn D. Reyes
- Samuel Seabury Reynolds
- Felicia Marie Riccelli
- Miranda Dawn Riffle
- Danielle Lyn Ruck
- Jordan Elizabeth Sankbeil
- Loriann Nicole Schneider
- Andrew Joseph Sepulski
- Shane Snyder
- Madison Shelby Sparks
- Jaclyn Rose Stamile
- Gregory Paul Swiger
- Austin Jacob Webber
- Melinda Anne Wiczkowski
- Justin Thomas Wood
- Sonny Ray Zickefoose

Economics
- Cong Li

English
- Benjamin Walter Aultman-Moore
- Jacqueline Kathleen Copek
- Olivia Gaye Doss
- Morgan Paige Francis
- Joseph Eldred Hill IV
- Alicia Lynn Jones
- Emily Catherine Justiss
- Corialise Renee Langdon
- Ryan Christopher Malloy
- Hilarie Noel Pettry
- Sean Tyler Small
- Elizabeth Renae Smith
- Megan Elyse Sweeney
- Peter Andrew Taylor
- Carissa Nicole Ten Eyck
Environmental Geoscience
Eliezer Esteban Feliciano

General Arts and Sciences
Lawton Samuel Parnell

Geography
Jeffrey Michael Brown
Luke Alexander Canfield
Joshua Wade Carnell
Shawn William Cockrell
Joseph Allen Dobrzanski
Michael Paul Griffith
Tyr Zachary Heimerl
Justin Charles Otte

*** Holly Ann Purpura
Aaron Smith
Craig Norman Smith
Dakota Ryan Harman Stafford
Samuel Joseph Tavares

*** Michael Alexander Urban
Alexis Rae Walker
David Andres Wilson

History
Victoria Faith Bartlett
Ryan Steven Bell
Tess Elizabeth Bingham

* Michael Thomas Bloom
Jessica Loren Collins

** Emily LeAnna Dean
Justin Charles Duane
Andrew C. Eckrich
Amanda Kay Foote
Kyle David Friend
David Brenton Gibson
Jacob Erik Karlsson
William Nathaniel Keith Keefer
Mitchell Lee Lawhorn
Andrew Joseph Minkiewicz
Breigha Elizabeth Mugnano
Alex Lee Olynck
David Hare Schelhorn
Mark Tyler Scherer
Logan Gregory Schwebel

** Brian Cong Truong
*** Michael Alexander Urban

*** Brooks D. Waybright
Jonathan Patrick White

* Thomas Michael Wong
Alex Wyshyvanuk

International Studies
Robert Francis Baronner III
Nastajjia Alexica Bolden
Luke Alexander Canfield

*** Hannah Nichole Eaves
Joseph Milton Ferguson

** Devin William Hamner
Eric Joseph Hartmann

*** Courtney SueAnne Hays
Wesley Ryan Lovell
Samantha Ann McCullough
Zachary Moonert

** Robert Leslie Nelson
Darrell Victor N’Guessan-Gbe

*** Rachel Catherine Pruden
Shae Marie Rupinsky
Gary Bruce Tedder II

Multidisciplinary Studies
Taylor Solon Dale
Timothy John Delaney
Shannon M. Gular
Morgan Taylor Hartley
LeVaun Lee Lipscomb
Michael Patrick Mansfield
Connor James Moran
Gabriel Anthony Orellana

Political Science
Kathleen Ann Armstead
Shane Patrick Carr
Jason Daniel Cohen
Tess Olivia Eustace

* Donald Jeffrey Fuhr

*** Isaac Hayden Graham
William Andrew Hewitson
Trevor James Higgins

*** Robert Warren Maston
Jordan James Merchbaker
Philip Matthew Mintz

* Maximillian F. Nogay
Jessica M. Payne

*** Holly Ann Purpura
Patrick Michael Shen
Glen Matthew Smith
Dakota Ryan Harman Stafford
Gregory Andrew Stanely
Samantha Paige Tannous
Drew Moore Warren
Hussein Jamal Yusuf

Psychology
Hoda Hany Ammar
Ashlee Jean Armstead
Katelyn Marie Atkinson
Sean Michael Brown

John Francis Campbell

** Kaitlin Frances Carlino
Alexis Caromno
Logan Cory Carpenter
Kristen Paula Cavanagh
James Burton Crawford IV

Ryan Andrew Curfman
Katelyn Nicole Erbacher
Jaclyn Nicole Foley
Christina Marie Fooshe
Shelby Marie Glitzner

** Nicole Dawn Graybeal
Lauren Makenzie Guidi
Amelia Marie Hanna

*** Courtney SueAnne Hays
Noelle Herms
Alison Elizabeth Karta
Devin Darlington Knowles
Nicole Alina Kurtanich
Heather Marie Lloyd

** Taylor Brooke Louk
Kelly Melissa Madan
Carlie Rose Manno
Rebecca Lynn Maze
Justin Ray Mooney
Mariah Brooke Murphy
Yank Joseph Olmedo

Dillon Lee Parsons
Talisha M. Peeler
Joshua Todd Pittman
Samuel Seabury Reynolds
Shelby Pearl Ribel
Ashli Dawn Richards
Chelsea Jordan Richardson

* Miranda Dawn Riffle
Eric Steven Schaetzle

** Jaclyn Rose Stamile
Heidi Estella Stanley

* Lauren Rachel Stollings
Richard Scott Turner, Jr.
Britlyn Olivia Wandling
Amanda Dawn Wilson
Kelley Barbara York
Stefan Alexander Young

Religious Studies
James Kenneth Tolley

* Thomas Michael Wong

Slavic and Eastern European Studies
Matthew Harris Earle

Sociology and Anthropology
Shuan Kori Ayers
Bradley Alexander Cunningham
Aaron Eric Dillon

Lauren Marie Gaughenbaugh
Donald Austin Gilbert
Rafija Haji
David Michael Kamm
Brandon Todd Layne
Mariah Brooke Murphy
Kelsey Alexandra Nicholas
Alena Grace Sbarra
Jessica Elaine Seckman
Michael Anthony Twigg
Cody Robert Wagner

Women’s and Gender Studies
Brittany Nicole Miller
Julia Claire Myers

World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
Leanne Marie Ansar
Melanie E. Belonis
Nastajjia Alexica Bolden
Matthew Harris Earle

*** Courtney SueAnne Hays
Trevor James Higgins

** Joseph Eldred Hill IV
Darrell Victor N’Guessan-Gbe
Alixandra Michelle Pagano

*** Rachel Catherine Pruden

** Danielle Lyn Ruck

† Lucy Joy Sutton
Austin Jacob Webber
BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

August 2014

Maria Elizabeth Addison
Kaliee Maeanna Anderson
Lindsey Nicole Anderson
Courtney Michele Basil
Matthew Joseph Beall
Jason Peter Boulier
Stephanie Louise Burtner
Meghan L. Byrnes
Ryan Bradford Cox
Evan Hamilton Cross
Jack Dalesio
Devon Galloway Davis
Vincent Robert Depalma
Christopher James Didone
Julia Lynn Durham
Nicole Marie Ellis
Erik Estevez
Bradley Scott Fisher
Adam Fleisher
Melissa Ann Gajewski
Lindsay Gardner
Timothy Patrick Gardner
Haley Angelique Hamilton
Ian Alexander Hebert
Meaghan Hunt
Jeffrey William Ingram
Devin T. Jones
Marissa Dolores Katz
*Nichole Marie Koenig
Sara Rebecca Lehman
Aaron Garrett Trent Lewis
William David Linscomb
Travis Scot Maneely
Michael James Milburn
Mark Joseph Monaco
Christopher Richard Mooney
John Charles Morgan
Logan Clark Mowery
Steven Hawkes O’Donnell
Brandon Mason Oliver
John Pascal Paul
Christopher James Rankin
Jacob Lawrence Rice
Erica Lee Ringle
Kayla Dawn Smell
Quinton Lamar Spain
Zackary Samuel Statler
Hannah Katherine Stewart
Stefani Marie Taylor
Samuel Joseph Whalen
Scott Robert Workman

December 2014

Lara Kathryn Anderson
Sara Louise Baber
Eugenie Hawah Bedell
Toni Rae Bowman
Stephen Michael Brendlinger
Mark Sinclair Browning, Jr.
Taylor Whitfield Bryan
Michael Jordan Calicchio
Stephen Kaleb Casteel
Gloria Kristen Chafin
Zachary Alexander Cholak
Danielle Marie Cocilova
Daniel Wesley Craley
Justin Seth Crosten
Tyler E. Dermitt
Janel Marie Doherty
Samantha Michelle Dunne
Austin Edward Eckert
Leroy Eugene Ellison, Jr.
Amber Grace Endres
Charlee Elizabeth Enos
Lee Alan Falls
Michael Anthony Ferrari
Matthew Theodore Fischer
Kaitlin J. Fitzgibbons
Kyle Andrew Garlow
Ashley Faith George
Daniel Anthony Giancola
Mark Matthew Glowinski
Lynsey Taylor Griesbaum
Tanner Lee Grose
James Guido
Jonathan Guzzezy
Matthew Charles Hale
Patrick Logan Handlan
Stephen Kyle Hardesty
Vincent Alexander Harman
Thomas J. Harper
Emily Dawn Hayhurst
Timothy James Haywood
Catherine Caroline Henderson
Tyler Daniel Henry
Bradley Jemison Higgs
Rebecca Ilene Holman
James Christopher Ingrilli
*Courtney Brooke Jacob
Colin Patrick Johnston
Kendra Ann Keplinger
Andrew Joseph Klenk
Erica K. Knef
Joni Choon-Lee Koay
Brendan Lawrence

* Darren Tyler Leach
Ryan M. Levins
Spencer Patrick Lindsay
Carl Andrew Lyon
Daniel Edward Manke
Hayden Christopher Marush
John Joseph McElvair
Timar Mcfarlane
Paul Michael Millard
Adrienne Danielle Mitchem
Samantha Rose Nash
Melanie Nieto
Brock Michael Orosz
Cory William Petropous
Samuel Townsend Poe
Melissa Ann Portch
*Courtney Jane Porter
Sean Robert Powell
Justin Stewart Ray
Mitchell Leo Reece
Reginald Tyrell Rembert
Caitlin Ann Righi
David Paul Robinson, Jr.
Emmet David Rogers
Lillian Kathleen Ross
* Daniel Cooper Scott
Joshua Andrew Scroggs
Lisa Lynn Sekula
Jordan Cody Smith
Sarah Christina Snyder
Cesar Andres Soto
Alyssa Lynn Stahl
Christopher Robert Stewart
Joseph Michael Strohmier
Christopher Stephen Talbott
Arthur F. Thompson, Jr.
Alex Ryan Tomblyn
Brandon W. Truiett
Brandon David Ullman
Anthony Michael Vecchio
Sadie Raye Welburn
Kevin Romone White, Jr.
James Leon Williams
Caitlin Leigh Wilson
Ryan Travis Wilson
Trey Matthew Wilson
Alexander John Yablonsky
Amanda Young
Deena Paige Zavaglia
Maurice Ramon Zereoue
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2014

Biology
- Michael John Carden
- Zachary Michael Cunningham
- Kyle Andrew Gregory
- Jacob Andrew Hahn
- Ashley Nicole Henderson
- Alycia Kay Knepp
- Lepha Tait Logue
- Rudolph James Medved
- Christopher George Pace
- Victor Pareja
- Charmaine Vikkie Catugas Peralta
- Kyle James Powell
- Thomas Samples
- Jessica Brooke Wharton
- Kelsey Ann Wilson
- Samantha Zimmer

Chemistry
- Alexandrina G. Mullins

Computer Science
- Erik Alan Bernard

Forensic and Investigative Science
- Le Shann Gina Cazaubon
- Joshua Edward Harrison
- Alycia Kay Knepp
- Samantha Zimmer

Geology
- Adekunle Aransiola Ajiboye
- Brad Lawson Carpenter
- Nathan Alan Carte
- Glenn Wendell Cope
- Robert Dale Cramer
- Adam Jaeger DiFrisco
- Nathan Douglas Funck
- Ethan Nathaniel Garton
- Jonney L. Mitchell
- Joshua Ian O’Connell
- Nicholas Warren Palaski
- Julia Elizabeth Reichardt
- Daniel Christian Segensenman
- Courtney Blair Smith

Mathematics
- David Cirolla, Jr.
- William Benedict Hardy

Psychology
- Wendy Michelle Fink
- Ian Michael Loy
- Shaina Nicole Moore
- Ashton-Kaye Elizabeth Smailes
- Jeffrey Wayne Swenskie II
- Kelsey Ann Wilson

December 2014

Biology
- Zackery Eric Asbury
- Torie Bosley
- Kristen Renee Boyer
- Savannah Nichol Connelly
- Melissa Rae Drischler
- Robert Gannon Flowers
- Christopher Jordan Gay
- Benjamin Alvin Gomes
- Bertine Andy Gomes
- Alexis Brooke Markwood
- Annelise Christina Monteleone
- Joseph Dane Neidhardt
- Amanda Rose Press
- Chelsea Lynnette Rice
- Samantha Lynn Smith
- Nathan A. Tehrani
- Ashley Nicole Tessmer
- James Preston Thompson
- Andrew S. Wheeler

Chemistry
- Maren Prediger

Computer Science
- Jonathan Lucas Eddy
- Tamunotonye Esther Iyalla

Forensic and Investigative Science
- Samantha Lynn Smith

Geology
- Majed Yousef Aldossary
- Daniel Clark Amrine
- Andrew William Engstrom
- Christopher Ryan Fedak
- Richard Earl Kinder III
- Lauren Catherine Maceikis
- Thomas Scott Rentkiewicz
- Jaen A. Sidney
- Laura Ann Wagner
- Chance Michael Walters
- Travis Wilson

Mathematics
- Darryl Lee Baynes, Jr.
- Claudia Justine Ford
- April Joy Liska

Physics
- April Joy Liska
- Nathan A. Tehrani

Psychology
- Kelsi Marie Anderson
- Kabir Singh Barker
- Jordan Bart Cafarella
- Erica Carol Cole
- Kristina Renee Cutter
- Bria Jenae Evans
- Kayla Marie Fettig
- Megan Joy Gilmore
- Megan Elizabeth Green
- Katelyn Desiree Labree
- Kyle Daniell Panepinto
- Neelam N. Patel
- Jordan Noelle Pettry
- Amanda Rose Press
- April Dawn Shizak
- Derek Andreas Sliwinski
- Deane Pearl Stuckey
- Matthew Adam Trickett
- Cory Ann Whirlty
- Melinda Anne Wiczkowski
- Brandon Craig Wooldridge

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

August 2014

Rachel Alexis Root
- Cody James Zajicek

December 2014

Emilli Ann Braithwaite
- Leann Nicole Brown
- Kendra Renea Cormack
- Brittany Lauren Dunbar
- Kelsey Jo Heavington
- Katherine Marie Heubisch
- Kayla Dawn Messick
- Kelly Elizabeth Peck
- Chelsea Lorraine Pisarri
- Courtney Lynn Sanders
- Steven John Seibert
- Kathryn Nicole Underwood
- Taylor Nicole Wallace
College of Business and Economics

Jose V. Sartarelli, Milan Puskar Dean

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2014
Economics
William Patrick McAndrew

December 2014
Economics
David E. Harris
J. Zachary Klingensmith
Patrick Iaquinta Manzi
Minh Tam Tammy Schlosky
Kirill V. Temlyakov

MASTER OF ARTS

August 2014
Economics
Mason Pierce

December 2014
Economics
Sriparna Ghosh

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 2014
Ayman Attia Abaza
Nana Esi Amoakoa Ahwoi
Christina Margaret Aiello
Andria Kathryn Alvarez
Mohammed Jawad Anbari
Lucas Alfonso Bracero
Patrick Ryan Bucks
Fengyi Cheng
Derek Robert Dayley
Godwin Akpewwe Erekafe
Colin Mark Ferrell
James Charles Fisher
Da Gui
Stacey Marie Herron
Yue Hu
Yang Liu
Michael Aaron Mackey
Michael Keith Minutelli
Darren Gregory Morris
Lauren Heather O'Malley
Paul Randel Feidtkou Redden
Jeremiah Christian Rutter
Arshan Samnejad
Andrew Kyle Sarver
Shaheen Shafii
Zachary Tyler Stanley
Christopher Roy Vass
Lord Edward Walker
Jie Wan
Zackary Douglas Watson
Trevor Ryan White
Bingbing Xue
Biruk Seyoum Yitayew
Darus H. Zehrbach III
Ye Zhang
Keji Zheng

December 2014
Julian Ray Arbaugh
Alicia Marie Cienawski
Anita Allen Clark
Cyrus Seward Dennis
Leah Suzanne Gissy
Kellina Elizabeth Gutierrez
Kurtis Zachary Hoffman
Michael William Howell
Ronald Francis Moody
Jessica Lynn Mushrush
Aaron M. Nelson
Amy Elizabeth Quiring
Kimberly Ann Roop
Akhila Soma
Craig Weaver
Justin Michael Weber
Daniel Andrew Wetherby

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY

August 2014
Zachary Keith Adkins
Kathryn Cecelia Alquist
Eric William Chow
Joshua John Connor
William Joseph Cook
Urah Lee Cummings
James Patrick Flannery
Amelia Kathryn Frye
Matthew Allan Godwin
Kevin Phillip Higgs
Jonathan David Jaggie
Cody Charles Koehler
Kexin Liu
Jeremy Alexander Luna
Russel James Mulley
Jeremy D. Munza
Robert Paul Parkins
Adam Scott Pauley
Fiona Louise Perrotti
Paul Randel Feidtkou Redden
Chester Vernon Roberts III
Brad Michael Glen Ryan
Amanda Scott
Jeremy Delaine Smith
Stanley Smith
Shelly Renee Stump
Nuriddin A. Tojiboyev
Larissa Marie Zorn

December 2014
Zachary Robert Bucklen
Umer Hamid Dhamee
Cody Ryan Nieman

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors Scholar
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
August 2014
Finance
Cole Nathaniel Borgia
Fengyi Cheng
Da Gui
Joseph James Henry
Yue Hu
Apoorv Joshi
Yisha Li
Emily Blake Rollyson
Alan Carmen Rusniak
Tyler Nathaniel Smith
Bingbing Xue
Jiemin Yin
Keji Zheng

Industrial Relations
Layla Fraih Alanazi

December 2014
Finance
Ying-Li Wang

Industrial Relations
Daniel Rene Carlson
Tiphani Marie Guldner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
August 2014
Economics
Kevin Ahmed

December 2014
Economics
Omer Eltargman
Sarah Elizabeth Hanshew
Eric James Mason

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
August 2014
Accounting
William David Cornell
** Beau William Cuchta I
* Shawna Lee Fitzwater
Ryan Christopher Summers
Stephanie Kay Umensetter

Business
Christian Glover
Jordan Lee Peck

Business Management
Tyler Smith Astorg
Gregory Thomas DiLorenzo
Kylie J. Echard
Benjamin David Fisher
Logan Matthew Howser
Mehgan Leigh Kerin
Feliks Khaykin
Eric Ryan Lipscomb
Bryan Patrick Reeser
Nicolas Rios
Brandon Sard
Ryan Schutte
Andrew Christopher Vass
Julien Vialette
Charles Jacob Wagner

Finance
Muayad Abdulaziz Alammar
Ibrahim S. Alshabnan
Kent Patrick Bailey
Kyle Steven Bero
* Charles Wesley Godwin
Mohsen Hassan Kofair
William Reed Lowry
Charles Andrew Mataka
Jenna Marie Mauro
Marissa Lynn Mehaffey
Brandon Notaro
Matthew Vernon Porter

Management Information Systems
Omar Abdulrahman A. Altayeb
Joseph Mcconville
Hemamalini Subramanyam

Marketing
Jake Rock Gaffney
Nicholas Erick Gorbitz
David Daniel Haak
Husain J. Jamali
Raquel Leanne Malago
Douglas Arthur Wheeles
David Alexander Yundt I
December 2014

Accounting
Alexander David Acker
Kevin Almonte
Derek M. Cook
Eric Steven Cutright
Nicholas John Ferrera
* Amanda Lee Forkey
* Chelsea Rene Forman
* Gilles Diallo Jackatey
Kathleen Gail Jennings
Phillip Lee Kesner
*** Nicholas Key
Michael Kornbrath
Brian Shun Lee
Jason Miranda
Kristina Lee Patton
Amber Nicole Piper
Teya Korinne Sensenig
Keith Christopher Shook
*** Emily Brooke Smedell
** Thomas Lee Taylor
Sara Elizabeth VanGilder
Kelsea Anne Weiant
* Thomas Wickett

Business Management
Daniel Mclean Alexander
Brian Thomas Bunecicky
Tyler Brook Chattin
Courtney Ann Conaway
Marshall Aiston Cook
Matt Wade Deemer
Elvis Durakovic
Zachary Thomas Emborg
Thomas P. Fields
Kyle Edward Fletcher
Andrew Richard Futterer
Vincent Carl Gargano
Thomas Patrick Gill, Jr.
*** Alicia Greenwalt
Cody Alan Gubala
William Blake Heffelfinger
William Donald Hoalcraft
Tyler Edward Hughes
Christian Andrew Jackson
Kiera Courteney Kaluhiokalani
Anthony Tyler Kennedy
* Ryan Kerry Kramer
Parker Joseph LaMarre
Nancy Nicole Leach
Matthew Morgan Marinace
Zachary James Milke
Emeka Nwosu, Jr.
Jonathon Brock Oates
Charles Pell
Daniel Petro, Jr.
Rebecca Robinson
William Richard Selby
Zachary Kent Shreves
Cyrus Anthony Sohrab
Spencer Richard Stephens
Dustin Wayne Stover
Taylor Everett Tewksbury
Michelle Louise Tolbert
Maria Claudia Ugaz
Andrew Robert Veith
*** Alaina Vitsas
Brett James Wingard

Finance
* Ziad Saleh Al-Jewair, Sr.
* Lindsay Michelle Baran
* Kendall Morgan Chancey
*** Royston Kar Ming Cheah
* Zhe Hou Cheong
Gregory Russell Clarke
Matthew J. Collari
Timothy Collins
*** Bronson Reece Contic
Christian G. Fuentes
Joshua Carl Hohenstein
Adam Joseph Hong
Eric Michael Jensen
John Donovan Jobes
Ryan Allen Leaf
Chelsea Jean Malone
Martin Francis Mazezka
Michael Anthony Moffa
Christopher David Pursley
Alexander Joseph Smith
Kevin Henry Stapel
Craig Reece Stephens
* Elizabeth C.S. Swart
Michael Joseph Teta
** Matthew Alan Koontz Traverso
Kathryn Louise Valentine
John Thomas Verran
* Maria Camila Ware
Kelsea Anne Weiant
Jennifer Rene West
Colin Robert Wheatley
*** Nicholas Michael Woloszyn
Matthew Thomas Woltz

Marketing
Hunter Byron Aanenson
Matthew James Alberto
Robert Brandow
Zachary Robert Bruns
Yi-Hsin Chiu
Ariel Christy
* Caitlin Elizabeth Cucitrone
Kenisa Renee Davis
Mary Elizabeth Devitt
*** William Joseph Eastham
Michael Patrick Felton
Eric Michael Ferrante
Lauren Franks
Reid Gilligan
John P. Groom
Matthew Dominic Harper
Lauren Milissa Hepworth
Brandon S. Hethcoat
** Lee Curtis Hickman
Elizabeth Ann Howells
Kaelyn Nicole Kam
Christian Tucker King
* Kathryn Graham Latimer
Dylan Joseph Lopez
Dustin J. Martinak
Nathan Timothy McHugh
Lexi Miller
Michael Anthony Moffa
Heather Leigh Nelson
Taylor Alese Nilson
Jesse Bedford O’Conner
Christopher Oliva
Rhonda Gayle Ridgell
Connor Aaron Schade
** Erika Marie Stamper
Ashley Jean Stedding
David Alexander Toliver
Samuel Vincent Urso

Hospitality and Tourism Management
Gary R. Romano
David Edward Scarton, Jr.

Management Information Systems
Luke D. Belfiori
Michael Anthony Contarino
William Anthony DeMartino
Tyler Fries
Christina May Loughry
Gordon Laron Mitchell
Warren Prentice Naylor, Jr.
* Bradley David Parrish
Amy Michelle Ross
Logan Scott Short
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS
August 2014
Martin Harvey

December 2014
Pamela Ann Murchison

MASTER OF ARTS
December 2014
Amanda Guggenbiller

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
August 2014
Art and Design
Grace Van Horn Baldwin
Sara Ashley Boltralik
Jacob Tyler Dunn
Christian Alexander Feldhaus
Tatsu R. Johnson
Katlyn A. Kinsey
Kristen Nicole Manzo
Elisha R. Rush
Daniel Scott Schell

December 2014
Art and Design
Michael Warren Buchsbaum
Kevin Eugene Cogan
Macie L. Cooper
Ashley Lynn DeMotto
Juliana Michelle Dietz
Christopher Paul Eddy
Monica Deanne Edwards
Josh Earl Gomke
David Russell Holmes
Elizabeth C. Keller
Gabrielle Maria Klimkowski
Kayla Lynn Seifert
Allison Elizabeth Smith
Emily Michelle Sokolosky
Nicholas Anthony Turani
Jordan Matthew Welsh
Julie Shayna Winegard
Brandon Kristofer Witschi

December 2014
Theatre
Addison Lee Fogus

Theatre
Ariel Elizabeth Barnhart

December 2014
Music
Megan Elizabeth Sydnor

Theatre
Tabatha Joy Barnaba
Trevor Lewis Day
Michelle Leigh Kidd
Matthew David Manchester
Cody Joseph Riggins

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
August 2014
* Nathan J. Lavender

December 2014
Samantha Shelton Fedorowicz
*** Taylor Marie Giorgio
*** Erin Jessica Holly
* Cody William Lassinger
** Christian McCarty
* Robert James McEwen
*** Kelsey Elizabeth Webb

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS
August 2014
Martin Harvey

December 2014
Pamela Ann Murchison

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
August 2014
Art and Design
Grace Van Horn Baldwin
Sara Ashley Boltralik
Jacob Tyler Dunn
Christian Alexander Feldhaus
Tatsu R. Johnson
Katlyn A. Kinsey
Kristen Nicole Manzo
Elisha R. Rush
Daniel Scott Schell

December 2014
Art and Design
Michael Warren Buchsbaum
Kevin Eugene Cogan
Macie L. Cooper
Ashley Lynn DeMotto
Juliana Michelle Dietz
Christopher Paul Eddy
Monica Deanne Edwards
Josh Earl Gomke
David Russell Holmes
Elizabeth C. Keller
Gabrielle Maria Klimkowski
Kayla Lynn Seifert
Allison Elizabeth Smith
Emily Michelle Sokolosky
Nicholas Anthony Turani
Jordan Matthew Welsh
Julie Shayna Winegard
Brandon Kristofer Witschi

December 2014
Theatre
Addison Lee Fogus

Theatre
Ariel Elizabeth Barnhart

December 2014
Music
Megan Elizabeth Sydnor

Theatre
Tabatha Joy Barnaba
Trevor Lewis Day
Michelle Leigh Kidd
Matthew David Manchester
Cody Joseph Riggins

BACHELOR OF ARTS
August 2014
Theatre
Ariel Elizabeth Barnhart

December 2014
Music
Megan Elizabeth Sydnor

Theatre
Tabatha Joy Barnaba
Trevor Lewis Day
Michelle Leigh Kidd
Matthew David Manchester
Cody Joseph Riggins

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY

August 2014
Mohammad Fahed Alhammad
David Michael Plantz

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2014
Endodontics
Nathaniel Thorburn Nicholson
Khaled Seifalla Seifelnasr

Prosthodontics
Matthew Louis Bobbera
Ankit Patel
Adeline Wouako Yuh

December 2014
Dental Hygiene
Renee Cooper-Frantz

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
August 2014
Educational Leadership/Public School Administration
Jane C. Devaul
Higher Education Administration
Shirley Dianne Davis
Susan Kaye Gamble
Instructional Design and Technology
Antoinette Hando
Special Education
Crystal Marie Smith
Technology Education
Hisae Matsui

December 2014
Curriculum and Instruction
Jeffrey Thomas Bush
Educational Psychology
Michael Mendicino
Eveldora Ruth Wheeler
Higher Education Administration
Mary Beth Angeline
Michael Joseph Boehke
Kimberly Gerlach Colebank
Jacob Boeyidwende Sanwidi
Instructional Design and Technology
Monica L. Mccartney

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
August 2014
Counseling Psychology
Peter Alexander Brown
Jennifer Megan Haist
Abigail Lauren Leslie
Education
Dana Cihelkova

December 2014
Counseling Psychology
Kelly Ann Bailey
Drummond Russell Bush
Susan Irene Chamberlain
Joseph Andrew Wassif

MASTER OF ARTS
August 2014
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Adena Renee Okes-Hawkins
Counseling
Beth A. Stafford
Early Intervention/Early Childhood Special Education
Esther Adela Angotti
Natasha Lin Estok
Wanona Leah Johnson
Heather Lyn Moran
Ashley Danielle Sidow
Educational Psychology
Saad Ibrahim Yaaqieb
Elementary Education
Frank Anthony Bogden, Jr.
Brooke Lynn Brown
Jennifer Lynn Crawley-Woods
Jeff Garvin
Instructional Design and Technology
Karri Beth Hitt
Alison Marie Kurtz
Linda Knowles Wright
Multicategorical Special Education
Julie Ann Biederman
Anna Mae Blandford
Christina Michele Braden
Helen Louise Case
Hayden Eugene Cook
Lisa Michelle Dawson
Rita Ann Edgel
Kaitlin Stewart Fitzwater
Megan Rae Goddard
Sheena Lee Greene
Heather Lynn Hefner
Bethany Faye Leighty-Gibson
Patrick Massey
Deidre Ann Morrison
Casey Ellesse Wittman
Serinna Alisha Russo
Candy L. Shaffer

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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Reading
Diane Marie Boden
Nicole Lynn Hess
Marianne Kadylak
Ashton Layne McKee
Jennifer Nicole Nichols
Jessica Simmons
Lauren Renee Valentine

Secondary Education
Corey Ryan Angiulli
Eric Franklin Heitzman
Lisa Meadows
Amanda Lea Pagano
Ferdad Ahmed Roidad
Sarah Joanne Snyder
Andrew Martin Traugh

Severe/Multiple Disabilities
Ginger Florence DeLuca
Sureka Kugathasan

December 2014
Early Intervention/Early Childhood
Special Education
Lena Ann Celani
Kimberly Dawn Cochran
Kristina Anne Dale
Susan O’Neill Eyre
Jacquelyn Dawn Gentry
Mindy Keim
Christine Michael Lane
Jill Marie Martin
Miranda Nottingham
Emily Elizabeth Phillips
Rachel Lynn Torres

Educational Leadership/Public School Administration
Lisa Dawn Bays

Educational Psychology
Jacqueline Ann Cunningham
Kathryn E. Joy

Elementary Education
Anne Marguerite Bostic
Jessica Lynne Campbell
Mary Alice Chambers
Jill Kathleen Damm
Ashley Marie Jividen
Kayla Marie Kinney
Samantha Nicole O’Neil
Don Lee Wilcox

Gifted Education
Alicia Dawn McPherson
Ashley LeighAnn Moore

Higher Education Administration
Jennifer Lynn Clutter
Howard Lawrence Franks
Erika C. Mall
Amber Nicole Shipley
Jeanette Kathryn Vara

Instructional Design and Technology
Carole Lynn Kiger
Steven Ryan Mills
Mary Beth Wallace

Low Vision/Blindness
Kathleen Whitney Bowles
Amanda Lee Greene
Leslie Anne Varella-Wagner

Multicategorical Special Education
Stacel Teresa Butala
Wendy Wells Dillon
Gwendolyn Ti Duckworth
Shanna Rae Glover
Pamela Horevay
Julie Anna Perry
Jessica Eileen Ross
Patience Marie Yocabet

Secondary Education
Elizabeth Anne Allen
Josiane Salome Banini
Kelly Anne Benner
Alyssa Marie Boley
Jessica Emilia Dalton
Brad Alan Delauer
Loren McKenzie Hite
Rebecca LeeAnn Mebane
Dorit Ruth Nelson
Amy Christine Putnam
Manuel Alejandro Soto
Selby Allison Stanton
Erica Fay Wilkins

Severe/Multiple Disabilities
Melanie Jane Jech
Josie Rae Johnson

MASTER OF SCIENCE
August 2014
Rehabilitation Counseling
Loretta Harper-Brown
Traci A. Jordan
Suzanne E. Klein
Matthew Alan McCord
Stevi Nicole Parce
Jeanne Marie Stone

Speech Pathology
Benjamin Britton DeFazio
Holly Christine Kennell
Leanna Rose Mihalko

December 2014
Rehabilitation Counseling
Lita C. Whitaker

Speech-Language Pathology
Elizabeth Shana Smith

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES - NON-CERTIFIED
December 2014
Jacob Lee Boone

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
August 2014
Child Development and Family Studies
Megan Noelle Cook
Lisa Marie Faith
Briana C. Griffith
Stacie Elizabeth Haney, Sr.
Emile Kerin Hink
Meaghan Ruth Lachut
Benjamin Robert Sala
Kayla Leigh Whitson

December 2014
Child Development and Family Studies
Celia Hedaya Aboul-Nasr
Natasha Lynn Alt
** Laura Jane Atkinson
Elizabeth Anne Cain
** Emma Jane Cook
Dayna DiCicco
Lakin Danielle Edmond
Kasie Lynn Gafner
Alexa Ann Hanna
Lauren Elizabeth Moran
* Allacyn Marie Rowe
*** Wesley Dean Stullenbarger
Courtney Paige Swentzel
Kelly Elizabeth Thomas
* Danielle Nicole Weimerskirch
Tiffany Marie Witten
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2014

Chemical Engineering
Chenbo Dong
Adam Finniss
Manohar Gaddipati
Dustin Douglas Jones
Adrian John Kosteleski

Civil Engineering
Gregory Kyle Michaelson
Joseph Garet Sweet

Computer Engineering
Abdel Salam Sayyad
Zahid Ali Syed

Computer Science
Sanjib Kumar Banerjee
Cunjian Chen
Joseph Henry Krall

Electrical Engineering
Brian Matthew DeCann
Mohammad Jawad Ghorbani
Junbiao Han

Mechanical Engineering
Jose Antonio Escobar Vargas
Dia Al Azzawi

Mining Engineering
Xinyang Wang
Yu Xiong

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Seyed Alireza Haghighat
Alireza Shahkarami

Safety Management
Oyemayowa Luqman Abioye
Ayorinde Okanla Afebiyoye
Abidemi Anike Modinat Ajayi
Emmanuel Ademola Aminu
Angela Seleene Andrews
Alexis Taylor Claassen
Ross Andrew Coberly
Paul John Emanuel
Oladokun Kazeem Fadoju
Patrick Duane Hanson
Andrew Shane Hinerman
Michael Richard Jones
Wesley Clark Marsh
Happiness Iwabde Osuma
Colin Paul Packroni

** MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING **

December 2014

Aerospace Engineering
Chad Colby Panther

Chemical Engineering
Yueting Wu

Civil Engineering
Murat Dinc
Chenjie Wu

Computer Engineering
Huihua Lu

Computer Science
Payola Peters
Lingyun Wen

Electrical Engineering
Yong Kuk Lee
Brandon David Rumberg

Industrial Engineering
Zongyu Geng
Kai Wang

Mechanical Engineering
Ahmed Shihab Al-Samari
Belachew Negash Amare
Marc Cyrill Besch
Alessandro Cozzolini
Sergio Escobar
Hemanth Kumar Kappanna
Nicholas Jay Morris
Cesar Augusto Sandoval Leon
Bharadwaj Sathiamoorthy
Hayri Sezer
Brenton Kyle Wilburn

Mining Engineering
Gamal Mohamed Rashed

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Shohreh Amini
Fatemeh Belyadi
Vida Gholami

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

December 2014

Aerospace Engineering
Chad Colby Panther

Chemical Engineering
Yueting Wu

Civil Engineering
Murat Dinc
Chenjie Wu

Computer Engineering
Huihua Lu

Computer Science
Payola Peters
Lingyun Wen

Electrical Engineering
Yong Kuk Lee
Brandon David Rumberg

Industrial Engineering
Zongyu Geng
Kai Wang

Mechanical Engineering
Ahmed Shihab Al-Samari
Belachew Negash Amare
Marc Cyrill Besch
Alessandro Cozzolini
Sergio Escobar
Hemanth Kumar Kappanna
Nicholas Jay Morris
Cesar Augusto Sandoval Leon
Bharadwaj Sathiamoorthy
Hayri Sezer
Brenton Kyle Wilburn

Mining Engineering
Gamal Mohamed Rashed

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Shohreh Amini
Fatemeh Belyadi
Vida Gholami

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

August 2014

Kyle Garret Phillips
Timothy William Repko

December 2014

Mohanad Al Nuaimi
Kiruthika Krishnamoorthy
Kirk Andrew LaBarbara
Krishna Teja Medam
James Andrew Reil
Caleb Michael Rice

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

December 2014

Sarah Caprio
Mohamed Joma Elmajdoub
Tristan Jordan McQuain

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Kameswari Sirisha Mantha
Piyush Ram Soti

December 2014
Haidar Shakuir Aldaach
James Roland Eddy
Matthew David Idleman
Lindsay Teays Kelly
Michael Anthony Kulbacki
Zhanxiao Ma
Erin Elizabeth O’Leary
Anudeep Sai Krishna Paraitham
Justin David Pentz
Ye Tao
Frank Peter Taverna III
Santosh Vangala
Kayla Danielle Weimert

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Mounica Chamarthi
Wenbin Chen
Alexander Todd Dilello
Zenaneh Ashebir Kebede
Deepak Rao Marati
Bhargavi Thotakura

December 2014
Yousef Saber Abdel-Rehim
Nitin Chowdary Are
Lokesh Avala
Engin Baran
Veeraja Barre
Trinesh Chadalavada
Cesare Ciaccio
Spencer Lynn Clites
Anjana Chowdary Devineni
Rehan Fazal
Kenneth Ray Hite
Amanda Bess Holbert
Jason Patrick Ice
Vivek Joshi
Sujan Phani Kumar Kasani
Priya Madan Kumar Kedari
Lekha Sri Naga Sindhu Kuchipudi
Robert Bruce Martin
Mohamad Mashta
Chloe Elizabeth Snyder
Maurya Sr Jungarapu
Lakshmi Naga Rohita Tiperneni
Sarika Vanapalli

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

August 2014
Sneha Mallampati
Michael David Morehead
Sajid Sharlemin
Sai Krishna Vadavalli

December 2014
Divya Ganesan
Arvind Jagannathan
William James Klingelsmith
Akhila Kondai
Naveen Kumar Lekkalapudi
Udaya Ratna Lekha Mallampati
Andrei Mihai Perhinschi
Larry Carlton Reaves
Nafiseh Salmani Niyasar
Prashanth reddy Sankepally
Jeffrey Allen Yancey
Xue Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Kasey Ann Cutlip
Yixin Du
Ramakrishna Babu Maddula
Javad Rahimikolli
Jie Zhou

December 2014
Azadeh Ansari
Behnam Dehghan
Harish Kanneganti
Ankith Reddy Pamulaparthy
Aida Rabiee Gohar

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MINING ENGINEERING

August 2014
Xu Tang

December 2014
Shrey Arora
Manuel Alejandro Badani Prado
Christian Hugo Calderon Arteaga
Heather Nicole Dougherty
Ming Fan
Meng Zhang
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

August 2014
Aymen Ab Ali Alhemdi
Mohammad Ehtemam Haghighi
Atoosa Mashayekhi
David Alfredo Moreno
Corey A. Ray
Ruizhi Zhong

December 2014
Bassam Abdulhameed Al Abdulkareem
Abdulla Saif Alkaabi
Danilo Andres Arcentales Bastidas
Mahmoud Hajaga Awnour
Vahidreza Bitarafhaghighi
Franck Donfack
Faegheh Javadi
Andrew Timothy Jenkins

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

August 2014
Neil Patrick Kinnett
Michael Dane Moore
Amanda Duelley Santiago

December 2014
Carrie Ann Ayoob
James Robert Bocz
Ryan Patrick Boyles
Patrick Anthony Carroll
Matthew Allen Lake

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
COMPUTER SCIENCE

December 2014
Numey Salahaldeen Alshareif
JT Harmon Bagwell III
** Jared Michael Blatt
Samantha Nicole Brooks
** Robert Joseph Brown
** Todd Eric Dicken
* Andrew Michael Dopson
Scott Shafer Hamilton
John Edward Jacob II
Ryan David Kingston
** Corey Jacob Kouns
Christopher Austin Marcum
Brandon Alexander McCauley
Sean Elliott Phoebus
Jonathan Michael Rile
Daniel Ray Rubin
Ian Thomas Stavros
Bryan A. Turek

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

December 2014
** Aaron Daniel Anderson
Justin Patrick Boyle
Michael William Ehrhart
Richard Tyler Evans
*** Joseph Martin Feeney
Jordan Ambrose Feight
Matthew Michael Fox
Chad Boris Halverson
** Jeremy Scott Hardy
Jeffrey Blaine King
** Jairus Daniel Morton
Andrew Printiss Murphy
** Michael Penn Myers
** Andrew Kent Saylor
Kyle Nolan Schumacher
*** Vincent Peter Spada, Jr.
Eric Patrick Storm

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

December 2014
** Codi Lee Hayes
Nicholas Ross Johns
Ashley Marie Kaufman
Christopher Robert Suever
Jerin Dean Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

August 2014
* Ali Bader Alnaser

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Kyle Paul Gramlich
Ryan D. Nestor
John Joseph Rosiek III
Jay Morgan Scorzetti
Lara Kathryn Smith

December 2014
Naser M. Al Khalidi
John Alfred Allison II
Richard Alan Arvidson
Jarrod Allen Barclay
Zachary Vincent Belcastro
Carl David Decker
Michael David Fiebert
Michael Todd Fox
Brian Michael Foy
* Matthew Joseph Harman
Mark Sencindiver Hollida
Timothy Paul Leja, Jr.
Dominic Augustine Loretta
Dallas Patrick Massey
Vincent Michael McHale
Eric Paul Perkuhn
** Patrick Thomas Philbin
* Joel Nicholas Price
Matthew Stephen Rector
Griffin Taylor Sepp
Joshua Grant Welsh

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

August 2014
Zachary Lewis Alexander

December 2014
Austen Andrew Barrett
Thomas Clark Blaschak
** Jared Michael Blatt
Joshua Dale Davis
* Andrew Michael Dopson
Scott Shafer Hamilton
** Codi Lee Hayes
Anthony Peter Homchenko
Nicholas Ross Johns
Jerin Dean Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

August 2014
* William Benedict Hardy
Shane Michael Welsh
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Ahmad Naqeeb Yahya

December 2014
Thomas Clark Blaschak
William Glenn Chichirichi II
Joshua Dale Davis
Anthony Peter Homchenko
** Perrin Kaspar Kurtz
Rylan Colby Maynard
Samantha Marie Mearns
Matthew Pachol
* Stallone Bruno Ray Sabatier
Justin Lee Speelman
Zachary William Sturgeon
Travis Edward Williams
Nanabayin Jojo Wilson
Jian Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Khalid Ahmed Aljohani, Sr.
Fahad A. Almansour
Rakan Sultan Almuteri
Abdulaziz Abdulhadi Alshammari
Chantelle Marie Bolyard
** Neil Tatman Ebling
Sercan Ergungor
** Kevin Michael Fink
Thomas Andrezj Jaworski
James Edward Jenkins
* John Joseph Kaiser
Sean Stanwood Kirby
Timothy Leo Durbin
Michael William Ehrhart
William Donald Eltringham
Richard Tyler Evans
*** Joseph Martin Feeney
Jonathan Ambrose Feight
Matthew Michael Fox
** Jeremy Scott Hardy
Jaclyn Renee Hobbs
Nawaf Khaleel Johari, Jr.
Chew Lian Khor
Jeffrey Blaine King
Alexander Richard Lindsay
Jonathan William Mathews
Olivia Lynne Moran
* Jonathan Michael Morehouse
** Jairus Daniel Morton
Jeremy Matthew Murn
** Michael Penn Myers
Nikhil Narvaneni
Jacob Taylor Randolph
** Andrew Kent Saylor
Kyle Nolan Schumacher
Matthew J. Sever
Samuel George Spanovich
Devin Edward Stevens
Eric Patrick Storm
* Kenton Michael Thomas
Brad Aaron Trenton
Cuong Tan Vo
Rebecca Elizabeth Welton
William Zachary West

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

August 2014
Ahmed Abdullah Almohaimede
Aaron Isaac Garner
Arnold Tava Gates
John Conrad Hixon
Jonathan William Randolph Hood
Travis Michael Lambert
*** Brian Thomas Logsdon
Brian Dennis Parker
Eric Lee Rader
*** Jad Sadek
** Jared Lane Strader
James Woodrow Thomas, Jr.
* Siyuan Wu

December 2014
Mostafa Mohammed Al Drees
Hussain Mohammed Al Suliman
Duaij Alkandari
* Mohammed Alawi AlKhabbaza
Fahd Saqer Al-Mutairi
Fahad Farhan Al-Rashed
*** Sattam Malak W. Alshammari
Sultan Mesfer Alwadai
Steven Douglas Anders
** Aaron Daniel Anderson
Talal Ashfaq
Corey Welty Bierer
Adam Lee Blakeman
Robert Matthew Bliss
Justin Patrick Boyle
Anthony James Chicuto
Christopher Timothy Culp
Matthew James Cummings
** Rachel Patricia Dern
Timothy Leo Durbin
Michael William Ehrhart
William Donald Eltringham
Richard Tyler Evans
*** Joseph Martin Feeney
Jonathan Ambrose Feight
Matthew Michael Fox
** Jeremy Scott Hardy
Jaclyn Renee Hobbs
Nawaf Khaleel Johari, Jr.
Chew Lian Khor
Jeffrey Blaine King
Alexander Richard Lindsay
Jonathan William Mathews
Olivia Lynne Moran
* Jonathan Michael Morehouse
** Jairus Daniel Morton
Jeremy Matthew Murn
** Michael Penn Myers
Nikhil Narvaneni
Jacob Taylor Randolph
** Andrew Kent Saylor
Kyle Nolan Schumacher
Matthew J. Sever
Samuel George Spanovich
Devin Edward Stevens
Eric Patrick Storm
* Kenton Michael Thomas
Brad Aaron Trenton
Cuong Tan Vo
Rebecca Elizabeth Welton
William Zachary West

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING

August 2014
Emily Christine Figer
Julia Elizabeth Reichardt
** Cody Alexander Smith

December 2014
Mostafa Mohammed Alnaseer
Samantha Rae Martin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

August 2014
*** Douglas Scott Cossin
Egninfin Cedrik Nebavi
Christopher Pittman

December 2014
Mostafa Mohammed Alnaseer
Samantha Rae Martin
DOCTOR OF JURISPRUDENCE

August 2014
Ruperto Yongque Dumapit
Andrew Joseph Nicholson
Catherine Michelle Parker
Daniel J. Voner

December 2014
Shane Cody Snyder

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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Reed College of Media
Maryanne Reed, Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2014

Integrated Marketing Communications
Diego Bracamontes
Catherine Ann Cole
Mathew Allen Crist
Anthony Warren Henderson
Renuka Hermon
Courtney Millette Hughes
Joseph Robin Kilmer
Sean McIntyre
Laura Anne Pearson
Tyshka Shawde Pierson
Beth Rutherford
Jonathan Oliver Sanchez
Elizabeth Ann Spicuzza
Ashley Nicole Turner
Brittaney Zellner

Journalism
Kevin Michael Duvall
Yijia Wang

December 2014

Integrated Marketing Communications
Catherine Yeager Achey
Nikki Layne Adams
Lisa Marie Armstrong
Amy Caroline Bayer
Sarah Ann Bell
Heidi Marie Bosk
Jerome Brown
LaVonne Lynn Brown
Natalie Rose Bruzda
Rukiya-Shani Campbell
Justin Coen
Natalie Catherine Corkos
Lori Michele Crist
Timothy Ross Culbertson
Roger Newhall Derby III
Precious Ann Earley
Michael Robert Entwistle
Michael Andrew Fitzgerald
Annette Sue Gannon
Melissa Kim Krystek Glass
Hannah McMechen Gordon
Rachel Persica Groves
Erin A. Grubbs
Jordyne Lee Gunther
Tammy Lynn Haire
Andrew Kent Hansen
Mary Boyd Gregory Harris
Mary Kathleen Henderson
Bethany Shoemaker Hendricks
Leigh Elyn Huther
E'Shara Dominique Kerns
Kevin Thomas Kestler
Susan Nichole Kieliszewski
Kiersten Makenzie Kosko
Lia J. Kusch
Lindsay Leigh Laird
Amara Shenese Lang
Issa-Onilu Zakariyau Lanre
Christine Beck Lesniakowski
Julie Allison Long

Jennifer Rebecca Maltba
Stephanie Blair Marchant
Kimberly Renee Martin
Kimberly Ann Maxwell
Brittany Marie McDonald
Candace Marie Meredith
Jessica Garrett Modkins
Dianna Monda
Melissa Moraes
Daniel Vincent Morris
Kristina Nicole Murrill
Marcelyn Nauman
Jared Travis Preusz
Clerinda Brooke Queen
Alicen Trudy Railing
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Reeves
Grant Austin Ritter
Amanda Marie Sains
Melissa Ann Sampson
Robert James Schmitt
Carolyn Rose Sennett
Carla Sue Shaw
Heather A. Shulick
Karie Ann Spaetzel
Jaclyn Marie Spoljarick
Kevin William Stolarski
Sarah Marie Straface
Althea Marcia Taite
Holly Marie Moyers Thorne
Laura Jean Vencill
Colin Robert White
Nicole Lynelle Whitman
Natalie Didawick Wills
Marcie Lynn Wingfield
Margaret Yvonne Yaney
Jennifer Lynn Yurko

Journalism
William Barton Keeler
Caroline Szwed

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2014

Advertising
Bethany Ann Butler
Jessica Jayne Carl
** Ji hyung Lee
Courney L. Legg
Jessica Avery Mazelon
James Michael McHale
Ezra Grant Neptune
Carlyn Marisa Stefanelli
Claire Alana Viehman

Journalism
Nayef Alabduljabbar
Kelsey Paige Bartlett
Alexis Olyvia Frizzelle-Taylor
Danielle Elizabeth McNally
Joseph Andrew Mitchin
Zachary David Veltri

Public Relations
Zachary Ellis Brant
Jessica Brooke Cloonan
Lauren Alane Davis
Bernadette Marie Dombrowski
Nicholas Elliott Gordon
Brittney Holland Hoyer
Georgia Jablon
Stephanie Loren Leon
Shelby Nicole Mattern
Meghan Michelle McAlister
Kellie Nicole McFarland
** Shannon Pauline Nicholson
Jordan Tyler Pack
Laura Avery Pugh
* Stephanie Rae Randall
Taylor Ray Robison
Christina Elizabeth Vari

Strategic Communications
Melissa N. Klein
Dominic Anthony Mangiaracina
George Porter, Jr.
Athena Marie White

December 2014

Advertising
Timothy Samuel Blair
Katelyn Mary Bordini
Michael Frank Bove
Courtney Leann Brown
Sarah Christine Collins
Benjamin Campbell Creekmore
Ryan Faught
Michael P. Guarente
* Kathryn Scott McCormick
Jordan Gerard O’Brien
Amber Lynn Taylor
* Kelsie Brie Vanderwijst
Ashley Nicole Wilson

Journalism
Brittany Ann Cavanaugh
Rachel Anna Charlip
Joseph Patrick Cooper
Lindsay Anne Detroia
* Ryan Michael Glaspell
Ryan Hagen
Emma Rogers Hoff
** Victoria Ann Licata
Joseph Allen Nelson
*** Lacey Jo Palmer
Anthony Joseph Pecoraro
William Michael Posey
Shanna Marie Rose
*** Cory Alan Sanchez
James Colby Schmiedicker
James Nelson Scott
Brian George Thorpe
Tiet Minh Tran
Adam George Woodring
James Richard Zito

Public Relations
Bethany Renee Ackerman
Robert Francis Baronner III
*** Sara Lea Cottle
Anthony D. Danko
Lindsey Erin Doebler
Katharine Elizabeth Jane Eakins
*** Hannah Nicole Eaves
Karli Dahne Gaswick
Spenser J. Hachey
* Allison Marx Heller
Ethan Marshall Hile
Megan Alexandra Hoel
Eleina Marie Jabre-Eichelkar
Jessica Nicole Litras
Olivia Alexandra Mastromonaco
Amanda Brooke McComas
Christopher Eric Nelson
*** Brittney Nicole Smith
* Lucy Joy Sutton
Danielle Marie Thomas

Strategic Communications
Faisal Abdulaziz AlGhusoon
Haley E. Besser
Emily Lynn Chess
Derek Edward Collins
Christopher M. Damiano
Robert Kyle Davis
James Goard
Joseph Robert Harmon
Katheryn C. Heller
Michael Warden Martin
Jaren Terrel McCrae
Christina Laurel Slone
* Hannah Marie Wigal
School of Medicine

Arthur J. Ross, Ill, Dean

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

December 2014
Isaac Vernon Ashley
Sheena Ann Dohar
Samuel George Hall
James Grant Howard

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2014
Neuroscience
Jimena Gonzalez
Rolf T. Hansen III

December 2014
Cancer Cell Biology
Elyse Lindsey Walk

Cellular and Integrative Physiology
Sulei Xu

Exercise Physiology
Ibra S. Fancher IV
Dharendra Thapa

Neuroscience
Lindsay T. Michalovicz

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

December 2014
Toby Lewis Johnson

MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

August 2014
Alexandrea Lee Britton

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2014
Biomedical Sciences
Adam Patrick Irvin
Jacob Lee Kaiser
Micah J. Waltz

Clinical and Translational Science
Kimberly Monique Greenfield

Exercise Physiology
Brandon Edouard Bolduc
Ariel Elizabeth Buric
Kathryn Harrison
Grant Caleb O'Connell
Travis Daniel Parkulo
Justin Edward Sperringer
Nico Jennifer Zachwieja

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES

December 2014
Pathologists’ Assistant
Jamie Marie Braswell
Corey Wilson Brill
Amanda Christine Cottrill
Carla Elise Cox
Colleen A. Dailey
Eva Marie Glover
Ngoc-Tran Thi Le
Lauren Elizabeth Luketic
Alejandra Meza
Ryan Edward Mudry
Madison Leigh Peebles
Kristyne Marie Schoonover
Stephanie Michelle Skinner
Leigha Rene Watson
Nicole Ashley Wise
Jonathan Paul Wunderlich

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2014
Exercise Physiology
Adam Ross August
** Jenna Ann Barreto
Kyle Gregory Blair
** Jillian M. Blalock
Dustin Kyle Brown
Cierra Elizabeth Carr
* Ryan Jae-Thomas Grant
** Courtney Nicole Harrah
Scott Thomas Jablonski
Humza Alberuni Kidwai
* Tyler Shane Logsdon
Eric Ray Lucas
Caitlin Marie McClain
Hayden Melecio
Kyle Douglas Moore
Courtnie Rena Morris
*** Jarrett Alan Porterfield
Douglas Rigg
Rachael Marie Rock
Rachael Michelle Sands
Patrick Roy Shelby
** Hope L. Sloanhoffer
Ryan Patrick Tezak
Megan Kiko Whritenour

Medical Laboratory Science
Tyler Lee Goff

December 2014
Exercise Physiology
Sama Sean Babila
Julianne Taylor Bal
Anthony Joseph Crivello
Josie Nicole Crouch
MaCee Briana Dehlin
** Michael Albert Gettier
** Kevin Michael Heckle
*** Allyn Morgan King
Drew Elizabeth Lamy
*** Rahul Kumar Mannan
Courtney Louise Mariani
** Rebecca Belle Mason
Nicholas Ryan Mcavoy
Antonia Nicole Meravoglou
Jordan Mitchell
Mushtaba Kabiri Mohammad
** Lauren Haley Oliverio
*** Gerald Lenard Rader III
Timothy Robert Ray
Elizabeth Eileen Scammell
** Trevor Dale Smith
Kourtney Ruth Woodson

Medical Laboratory Science
* Robert Trevor Hardman

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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School of Nursing

Tara Hulsey, Dean

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

August 2014
Mary Ellen Sizemore

December 2014
Kendra Lynn Barker
Kimberly Ann Bird
Angela Dawn Miller
Rose Marie Morton
Dennelle Lynn Parker
Jessica Elaine Scritchfield Wooten

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

December 2014
Elizabeth L. Rini

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE NURSING

August 2014
** Amanda Marie Bagdasarian
* Michael Edward Bellisario
** Brent William Bowman
* Holly Amber Brown
* Laura Michelle Clarke
** Megan Danielle Dotson
*** Jancis Anne Durney
** Megan Lowry Easton
*** Clara Renee Gerard
*** Jacqueline Diane Gilbert
*** Taylor Kay Gribble
* Fredrick Jameson Hanna
** Sridhar Kalapala
* Danielle Moira-Roze Kelly
** Allison June Kenyon
** Alexandra Therese Kurz
Jennifer Lehosit
*** Holly Nicole Lippert
*** Sara Marie Mathieu
Alisa Marie Melendez
* Kelly Marie Miller
** Bethany Renea Moore
* Kira Marie Moore
*** Linda Diane Parker
*** Erin Brianne Pennington
** Ira Steven Racadag
* Kasadyne Marie Stambaugh
*** Joslyn Raquel Swick
Sara Elizabeth Vandall
*** Amanda Jade Veltri
*** Moriah Elizabeth Williams
* Jeffrey Scott Wright
* Hongyan Wu

December 2014
* Heather Lynne Batten
* Holly Anne Temple
Alexis Rae Adams
*** Nichole Suzanne Alter
Bradley Stephen Peck Atkins
*** Alexandra Nicole Basil
*** Erica Carol Cole
Emily Kathleen Coll
Emily Frances Cornetta
* Kelly M. Culp
* Brittnay Dawn Cumpton
Carmen Maria Davis
Kelly Lynn Dobies
*** Holly Fain Fitzwater
Abbey Catherine Fortier
Ifeoluwatomi Oluwafumilayo Fuwape
*** Emily Ann Hair
Haley Marie Hoppert
*** Megan Annette Hovatter
* Taylor Kailee Hysell
* Hilary Elizabeth Johns
* Christie Oneita Kinney
Taylor Marie Klapp
*** Lindsey Michelle Layhew
Taylor Marysha Lint
Kathryn Hayley McGuire
Ashlynn Jean McQuilkin
Shannon Kerry O'Donnell
* Shannon Christine O'Donnell
Andrea Rae Pritchard
Devin Jon Ricchuito
* Gabrielle Marie Sheen
Kaley Ellen Sken
Michelle Lou Svonavec
* Haley D. Thomas
Stanley Timinski III
Brooke Elise Turner
* Madeleine Monet Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE NURSING - RN

August 2014
Linda Abadie
Melanie Anne Adams
Robert Shan Anthony
Nancy Marie Baker
Katherine Ashley Barnes
Erica Christine Batton
* Victoria Elise Belcher
** Samantha Jo Brown
Randi Browning
John Christopher Caldwell
Erin Lesley Carver
Stacey Ann Chambers
* Corey Russell Colley

December 2014
** Tiffany Brooke Davis
Crystal Ann DeBerry
Tammy Jo Durrah
Kara Michelle Elko
* Lisa Ann Ellis
Megan Elizabeth Fernandez
Lyndsey Ann Fourqurean
Robyn Leah Garcia
** John Robertson Gaskins
* Tara Lynne Giles
Brittany Lee Gillum
* Tabitha Dawn Gruver
Abigail Haddix
Susan Renee Harner
** Heather Danielle Hunnell
Katie Sue Hunt
Candice Rhiannon Jarrell-Koleske
Jeremy Michael Johnson
Staci Diane Johnson
Amy Jo Keeney
** Christina Kinder
** Jacqueline Michelle Kryaninko
* Freida Dianne Lambert
* Erica Marie Lupson
Charles Keith Martin
** Pamela Ann Meador
Christine Marie Merril
Andrea Michelle Michael
Kimberly Rose Moats
Kelly K. Morgan
Melynda Loene McFeeley Mueller
** Nikki Renee Myers
Linda Gayle Pauley
Cheryl Etheh Plumley
Rebecca Lyn Ratliff
*** Joanna Lyn Reynolds
Deidde Roberta Ricks
Joshua Richard Ross
Christina Ann Sawyers
* Tebony Zuanette Shaffer
* Kathleen Joan Stoneman
Courtney Brooke Streets
Maria Ann Toothman
* Shawn Dale Willis

** Lisa Applegate
*** Gage Mackenzie Chichester
Billie Jane Cutlip
Amanda Ashley Duffield
Kathleen A. Payne
Mary Beth Rappold
** Elizabeth A. Smith
Bethany Jordan West
* Kylie Nicole Wolfe

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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School of Pharmacy

Patricia A. Chase, Dean

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

December 2014
Alyssa Gwen Bartlett
Kenneth Lee Samples

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2014
Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences
Michael John Shimko
Brian Christopher Train
Ami Maulik Vyas

December 2014
Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences
Mayank Rakesh Ajmera
Andrea Lynn Armstead
Sandipan Bhattacharjee
Jonathan Joseph Klabnik
Manoj Kumar
Traci Jo LeMasters
Isha Pradhan

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
August 2014
Physical Education - Teacher Education
Jingyang Huang

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
August 2014
Coaching and Teaching Studies
Kiel Martin Illg

Sport and Exercise Psychology
Marc Louis Cormier
Chelsea Butters Wooding

December 2014
Sport and Exercise Psychology
Adrian Jermaine Ferrera
Raymond F. Prior

MASTER OF SCIENCE
August 2014
Athletic Coaching
Christina Marie Gallo
Carson Taylor Hott

Physical Education - Teacher Education
Melissa Baus
Patrick Scott Bay
Michael Leslie Cook
Michelle Geraldine Cotton
Scott David Cutright
Kalie Marie Davis
Stephen Michael DiPaolo
Quantina Chau Gillis
Kristy Hepak
Michael Francis Manni
Eric Todd Martin
Justin Corey Polley
Sabrina Carbone Sambola
Stephene Gail Webster

Sport Management
Nathaniel Joseph Angeline
Jordan Chaney
Colin Mark Ferrell
Hannah Elizabeth Gartin
John Robert Higgins
Jesse Dubois Holloway
Klank Kabot Kuhlman
Kyle Thomas Leslie
Joseph Reid Lucas
Jasmin Perez
Frances Andrea Silva
Taylor Davis Young

December 2014
Physical Education - Teacher Education
Feilu Mao

Sport Management
Michael Allan Bradford
Mitchell Burnie
Asya Breyana Bussie
Craig Carey
Fletcher David Coffman
Alim DeVerteuil
Robert Alexander Gaither
Jasmin Rose Goldstein
Scott Alaric Hale
Jordan Robbins Hampton
Michael James Kidd
Nicholas Adam Lawson
Jordan Kyle McCoy
Bryan Charles Montgomery
Felecia LaBith Mulkey
Trey Alexander Nickelson
Kaitlin Clair Parsons
Zoltan Povazsay
Timothy R. Robinson
Jerrod James Sample
Brian Patrick Taylor
Chevonne Davis White

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2014
Athletic Coaching Education
Michael Ryan Barberi
* Benjamin John Brinegar
Zachary Brent Carr
Kevin Curran
Henry Alexander Dickman
Darin James Hinkle
Zachary Michael Mulvey
Ryan Lee Wolfe
Solomon Lev Zurier

Athletic Training
William David Linscomb

Sport and Exercise Psychology
Stephen Duane-Omar Allison
** Jillian M. Blalock
Kyle Leland Carty
Tenisha Lenett Davis
Thomas William Feehan
** Nicholas Matthew Haeuptle
Ryann Ashley Hart
Ryan Patrick McBroom
Briana Harmony Salter
Robert John Warden

Sport Management
Ian Conor Gallagher
* Timothy Wayne Gwinn II
Michael Jackson II
Thomas James Kovalic
Robert Alexander Matson
** Jonathan Tyler Price
Derek Jon Reider
Jake L. Shields

December 2014
Athletic Coaching Education
* Thomas Scott Pennington Grenier
** Matthew James Holonich
Christian Dean Huffman
Nathan David Lyons
Andrew Michael Oates
*** Jeffrey David Pond
Zachery Scott Turner

Athletic Training
Cyana Nicole Roe

Physical Education - Teacher Education
Jason Travis Bennett
* Forrest Warren Bleinberger
Zachary T. Foose
Corey Fortunato
August Frank Frattali IV
Alexander Charles Friedman
Christopher Jacob Halbritter
Kristy Allan Jackowicz
* Joseph Wayne Mcdermott
Michael Shawn McKenzie
Christina Ann Mehrtens
Derek Scott Miller
Quinn Evan Miller

Sport and Exercise Psychology
* Phillip Lee Avis
Ballachie Anthony Cifre
Nicholas Robert D'Amelio
Clinton Ross Jones
Jason Andrew Kirschner
William Troy Marable
Melissa Lee McKellar
Donald Thomas McQueen
Josh Ryan Nappier
Todd Allen Storm Robinson
Ki'Lara Marquie Rodgers
William James Schmidt
*** Emily Ann Stinespring

Sport Management
Ashanti Monet Bess
Joseph Daniel Dreyer
Sarah Armistead Echelberger
Adam Ryan Estes
Matthew Chad Grosbard
Kavonta Rodriguez Harried
Korey Richard Kripli
Vincent Anthony Marcucci III
Chelsey Ellen McLaughlin
Cameron Sean Mitchell
* Michael Paul Molinari
Victor Orlando Morales
Michael Anthony Seabrook, Jr.
* Laura Marie Stefanow
Ashley Nicole Wilson
## DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

**August 2014**
- Epidemiology  
  Zelalem Teka Haile

**December 2014**
- Epidemiology  
  Andrew Alexander Anesetti-Rothermel
- Public Health Sciences  
  Karen Sue Manzo

## MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

**August 2014**
- Biostatistics  
  Lan Hu  
  Christopher Lipinski

- Epidemiology  
  Sharada Dixit  
  Keaton Elijah Hughes

- Health Policy  
  Kali Taylor Aloia  
  Chelsea Lynn Dunaway  
  Jenna Elizabeth Hardy  
  Matthew Joseph Priestas

- Occupational and Environmental Health Science  
  Katie Lynn Anderson  
  Jennifer Louise Lultschik  
  Siavash David Shahbodaghi

- Public Health  
  Christopher David Kimberling  
  Karen Paul-Green

- Public Health Practice  
  Jessica Kay  
  Stephanie Lanham  
  Chelsea Leah Laswell

- Social and Behavioral Sciences  
  Jessica Pearl Kay  
  Stephanie Lanham

**December 2014**
- Occupational and Environmental Health Science  
  Justin Anthony Meador

- Public Health  
  Mary Rogers Aldred Crouch  
  Hilary Paige Steele

- Social and Behavioral Sciences  
  Sharon Kay Hill  
  Ryan Michael Wamsley

## MASTER OF SCIENCE

**August 2014**
- School Health Education  
  Jessica Lynn Cole  
  Lee Robert Mollison  
  Krystal Lauren Raymond  
  Heather Lyn Welsh

**December 2014**
- School Health Education  
  Ryan Michael Lawn  
  Leigh Rachel Pesko

---

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear Graduates:

It’s hard for many of you to believe that your college days at West Virginia University have come to an end. It probably seems like yesterday that you moved into your residence hall or attended your first class.

Now you are beginning a new era of your time as a Mountaineer – that of a graduate. As you take on this new role, you become part of a dedicated network of alumni who remain deeply tied to our alma mater. And we hope you will stay active in the life of WVU.

The WVU Alumni Association is your pipeline to all things WVU. We are committed to keeping you connected and engaged by providing regular communication through social media, as well as electronic and print publications. We also encourage you to stay involved by recruiting students or joining one of our more than 100 alumni chapters and groups located all over the world. It’s easy to stay connected.

We also are pleased to provide you with your first-year membership in the WVU Alumni Association, at no cost to you, so take advantage of our programs and services aimed at helping you remain an active Mountaineer. Visit alumni.wvu.edu for more information.

Before you leave campus, we encourage you to:

* Stop by your favorite spots on campus one last time.
* Grab your smartphone and capture these special moments with friends and family.
* Hug your friends.
* Thank your favorite professors by sending them a note of thanks.
* Take a few pepperoni rolls home with you – they freeze well!
* Follow us on social media – we’re on Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook.
* Make sure your new contact information is up-to-date by signing up for the Mountaineer Connection: www.mountaineerconnection.com.
* Last, but not least, visit often. The Erickson Alumni Center is your home away from home!

Welcome to our alumni family. Congratulations and best wishes on your future endeavors!

In Mountaineer Spirit,

Steve

Stephen L. Douglas
President, WVU Alumni Association

p.s. Visit our new grad page (alumni.wvu.edu/new-grad) for helpful tips and other important info on staying connected to your alma mater.